Filled by the Doctor: Rough Sex Dental Erotica

When sexy and eager Clara has an appointment with a new dentist for a filling, shes excited to
meet another medical professional to fantasize about. But when the hot doctor instructs her to
play a blind game while he works in her mouth, shes shocked to discover that shed gotten
more filling than shed bargained for! Warning: This 4800+ short story contains explicit rough
sex, potential dubious consent, a bit of spanking, toothbrush play, and a mouthful of dentist!
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clicked on the hard floor as she wandered back into the exam room. She also noticed
something differenther new dentist was very attractive. Carefully, the doctor prepared a
syrenge filled with powerful hormones. Redheaded dentist gets drilled hard - Pale-skinned
slut in sexy black stockings ends up fucking her big-dicked patient, a guy in a cabbie hat.
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